REDEFINING THE FUTURE OF WORK

PRODUCT GUIDE

NATIONAL.
COVID-19 ESSENTIAL WORKPLACE RECOMMENDATIONS:

✓ Introduce comprehensive planning to implement social distancing and 6' foot protocols
✓ Redesign spaces; alternate desk/chair use, configure desks back-to-back or front-to-back
✓ Reconfigure gathering and lobby areas for social distancing
✓ Reduce capacity of shared spaces — e.g., remove chairs from conference rooms or community spaces
✓ Add panels or screens between both static and height-adjustable desks
✓ Specify seating assignments for employees to ensure staff adheres to minimum work distances
✓ Set employee expectations, with an emphasis on making them feel secure
✓ Communicate building protocols through signage and floor markings
✓ Utilize appropriate anti-microbial and easily cleanable products and materials
✓ Enforce stringent cleaning protocols for shared spaces

SOLUTIONS TO RETROFIT NOW AND REDESIGN THE NEAR-TERM

The world is changing, and we are taking action to respond. The issues at hand are complex and will require thoughtful consideration around employees’ physical, emotional, and psychological wellbeing. National’s value, design, and lead times are the perfect complements to workplace readiness and employee wellness. From the office to home, and all of the in-between places, we are reimagining what’s next and redesigning future spaces.

Our Redefining the Future of Work Product Guide features solutions that boost productivity, respond to the evolution of work, and empower individuals in these unclear times. This guide features product solutions that allow companies to take action and retrofit their offices today as well as solutions that make working from home productive and enjoyable. We also feature newly developed and easy-to-install screens and dividers that allow companies to redesign their offices in the near-term.

Providing lasting solutions that help bring a sense of safety and peace of mind to employers is our priority.

We understand the critical nature of our role in providing timely solutions that can help retrofit existing products, redesign spaces, and reimagine what’s next. We are committed to rapidly introducing additional products that address the future of work, and nurture the notion of a place beyond the “office”.
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PURPOSEFUL SOLITUDE

When working alone or working alone together, ME spaces must support individual focus work while giving employees a sense of grounded security. As employees return to the workplace, offering an ecosystem of thoughtfully designed and socially distanced spaces will be crucial in supporting their need for user choice. A wide range of available ME spaces that incorporate cleanable surfaces, visual privacy, and enhanced acoustics can also help employees take an active role in their workplace wellness.

Whether a work pod, focus space, workstation, quiet room, or enclave, our solutions can help drive productivity up and stress down.

PERSONAL WORKSTATION
Alloy Benching and Storage with Mid-Support Divider Panels and Epicenter Screens
Lavoro Task Seating
WaveWorks Storage
Tellaro Lounge

WORK POD
Fringe Lounge
Personal Pull-Up Table
WaveWorks Bookcases

WORK POD
WaveWorks Storage
Universal Cushion and Toss Wedge

PHONE+FOCUS
Idara Lounge Chair and Nabel Ottoman
Kellen by Etc. Nesting Tables
WaveWorks Bookcases

ENCLAVE
Lochlyn Space Divider
Hobsen Lounge Chair and Ottoman
Wixler Side Table

SIT-TO-STAND OFFICE
WaveWorks Adjustable Height Desk
Weitz Impromptu Stool
Lochlyn Space Divider
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PEACE OF MIND

Providing lasting solutions that help bring a sense of safety and peace of mind to employees is our priority. Our newly developed and easy-to-install screens and dividers allow companies to redesign their offices in the near-term. We are committed to rolling up our sleeves to support work, wherever it happens.

OFFICE
- Tessera Casegoods and Wall Panel with Edge Mount Screens
- Lavoro Task Chair

ENCLAVE
- Delgado Rockers with Toss Pillows
- Cohes by Etc. Side Table
- Static Floor Screen

PERSONAL WORKSTATION
- WaveWorks with Epicenter, Epicenter Screens, and Set-On Surface Screens
- Lavoro Task Seating

PEACE OF MIND

PERSONAL WORKSTATION
- WaveWorks Adjustable Height Desks with Epicenter, Epicenter Overhead Storage Cabinets, Epicenter Screens, and Full Metal Edge Mount Screens
- Lavoro Task Seating

ENCLAVE
- Delgado Rockers with Toss Pillows
- Cohes by Etc. Side Table
- Static Floor Screen

PERSONAL WORKSTATION
- WaveWorks with Epicenter, Epicenter Screens, and Set-On Surface Screens
- Lavoro Task Seating

PERSONAL WORKSTATION
- Alloy Benching with Mid-Support Divider Panels and Epicenter Screens
- Whirl Task Seating
- Static Floor Screens

PERSONAL WORKSTATION
- Alloy Adjustable Height Benching with Full Metal Edge Mount Screens
- Lavoro Task Chairs
- Static Floor Screens
WORK@HOME

The world has changed. For many, the work from home mandate has unlocked an entirely new way to work that was previously untapped. Likely, as workers begin to journey back to the office, they will continue to embrace the flexibility their home office provided and expect it to be part of the core offering for focus work. Like any other ME space, the home office should help define boundaries, boost productivity, create comfort, and decrease distraction.

From cozy niches to multi-tiered shared spaces and beyond, our Work@Home solutions and direct-to-you delivery options provide for a variety of full-time or part-time needs.
COMMUNAL ENGAGEMENT

Coming together as a team to solve problems is still the foundation of WE spaces. However, in this new workplace era, special care and consideration need to be given to ensure these spaces perform adequately and continue to attract users. By providing proper distancing, limiting occupancy, dedicating room assignments, allowing flexibility, establishing cleaning protocols, and limiting physical contact, WE spaces can remain a viable destination for interactive team activities.

From conference and huddle rooms to libraries, lounges, and informal gathering spaces, our solutions support purposeful collaboration while getting work done.
SOCIAL SOLIDARITY

The core values of any US space are fellowship, community, accessibility, and solidarity. Ranging in size, application, and style, these areas support meetings, learning, wellness, socialization, and business services for the entire workforce. With camaraderie and connection noted as the most missed aspects of daily office life, providing safe yet friendly social spaces to rebuild a sense of community will be critical for workers returning to the workplace. By clearly setting expectations through robust change management and transparent communication, employers can mitigate the anxiety of returning to the workplace and help employees find comfort in their beloved US spaces.

Whether a café or lobby, town hall, wellness nook or work room, our solutions encourage chance encounters and meaningful interactions.

CAFE

- Fringe Banquette Seating
- Footings Tables
- Lochlyn Space Divider

RECEPTION+LOBBY

- WaveWorks Multi-Purpose Cabinet (Temp Check Station)
- Lochlyn Space Divider
- WaveWorks Reception Station with Epicenter Screens

TOWN HALL

- Fringe Lounge with Upholstered Divider Panels and Laminate Back Panels
- Personal Pull-Up Table

WELLNESS NOOK

- WaveWorks Storage
- Ralla Task Stool
- Universal Cushion
- Toss Pillow

WORK ROOM

- WaveWorks Storage with Exhibit Wall Rail Solution
- Whimsy Impromptu Bench
- Personal Pull-Up Table
- Eliza by Etc. Bar Stool
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LOBBY

Collete Lounge
Marnia Tables
Idara Lounge Chairs
Lochlyn Dividers

TOWN HALL

Strassa Collaborative Tables with Set-On Surface Screens
Dekor by Etc. Side Chairs
Mabel Lounge Chairs
Collete Lounge
Personal Pull-Up Tables
Static Floor Screens

C AF E

Swift Lounge
Universal Tables
Tag Stacking Chairs
Static Floor Screens

TOWN HALL

Kozmic Collaborative Lounge
Toss Pillows

RECREATION ROOM

Fringe Lounge with Upholstered Divider Panels and Laminate Back Panels
Irina by Etc. Stools
Whimpy Upholstered Table
Toss Bean Bag
Footings Table with Delgado Chairs
Exhibit Wall Rail Solution
REDEFINING THE FUTURE OF WORK

COMING SOON

REIMAGINE WHAT’S NEXT

We are devoted to reimagining the future and crafting products for what’s next. With a focus on employee wellness, social distancing, and enhanced sanitation, we’re actively manufacturing solutions for wellness stations, temperature kiosks, and workstations for increased hygiene. We are comfortable embracing the unknown and redefining the future of work.